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As the most widely used insulator materials in the electrowetting (EW) systems, amorphous fluoropolymers

(AFs) provide excellent hydrophobicity, dielectric properties and chemical inertness; however, they suffer

from charge trapping during electrowetting with water and the consequent asymmetric phenomenon. In

this study, an ultra-thin oil-lubricated AF surface was proposed to release the charge trapping in the

dielectric layer and further suppress the polarity-dependent asymmetry during electrowetting. The

negative spontaneously trapped charges gathering on the dielectric/water interface with aging time were

characterized by various measurements and calculations, which explained the polarity dependence of

the asymmetric electrowetting. Approximately symmetric EW curves withstanding water aging were

obtained for the oil-lubricated AF surface, confirming the blocking effect on charge trapping induced by

the lubricated surface. The improved reversibility of EW with low contact angle hysteresis brought by the

oil-lubricated surface was also demonstrated. This study reveals the mechanism behind the asymmetric

EW phenomenon and offers an attractive oil-lubricated EW material system for suppressing the charge

trapping on the dielectric/water interface, which can significantly improve the manipulation of the EW

devices.
Introduction

Electrowetting on dielectric (EWOD) offers a method to revers-
ibly change the wettability of a droplet on an insulating
substrate by applying an external voltage, enabling all kinds of
applications, including lab-on-a-chip,1–3 liquid lenses,4–6

microfabrication,7,8 energy harvesting,9,10 heat transfer,11,12

displays13–15 and semiconductors.16 Amorphous uoropolymers
(AFs) with good hydrophobicity,17 dielectric properties (relative
dielectric constant of �2,18 dielectric strength of �200 V mm�1

(ref. 19)) and chemical inertness20 are the most widely used
materials in the EWOD system.21–23 In EWOD devices, the vari-
ation in the contact angle with the applied voltage ideally
follows the Young–Lippmann theoretical equation:24

cos qV ¼ cos qY þ 303r

2dg
U2 (1)
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Here, qY is the Young's contact angle, g is the surface tension of
the droplet, d and 3r are the thickness and relative dielectric
constant of the dielectric layer, respectively, 30 is the vacuum
dielectric constant and U is the applied voltage.

Obviously, according to the Young–Lippmann equation, the
electrowetting performance is only dependent on the magni-
tude rather than the polarity (positive or negative) of the applied
voltage once other parameters are given. However, in practice,
the extent of contact angle manipulation matching with theory
and contact angle saturation show voltage polarity dependence
during electrowetting.19,25–28 The polarity dependence further
contributes to asymmetric electrowetting. More and more
evidence on the mechanism of such voltage-polarity-dependent
asymmetric electrowetting points to charge trapping on the
interface of the liquid and dielectric surface.19,25,29 Verheijen
et al. proposed a modied Young–Lippmann equation consid-
ering the trapped charges on the dielectric surface:30

cos qV ¼ cos qY þ 303r

2dg
ðU �UTÞ2 (2)

sT ¼ 303rUT

d
(3)

Here, UT is the voltage caused by trapped charges, and sT is the
trapped charge density. The polarity and extent of the charges
trapped on the interface under varied applied voltages can be
calculated by tting the experiment data with the modied
Young–Lippmann equation. WuHao et al. demonstrated charge
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Fig. 1 Illustration of sample preparation and electrowetting tests. (a)
The preparation of AF coating and oil-lubricated AF coating on ITO
glass. (b) Electrowetting experimental setup. Insets depict the different
interfaces of droplet-oil-lubricated AF surface (left) and droplet-AF
surface (right).
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trapping during electrowetting via local contact angle
measurements and quantitative characterization using Kelvin
probe force microscopy.31 Xie Na reported that the polarity of
the driving voltage created signicantly different responses of
liquid lens since negative ions were more easily restrained in
the dielectric layer.32 Moreover, many researchers found that
negative charges were likely to be spontaneously trapped at the
uoropolymer/water interface even without an external applied
voltage.33,34 Zimmermann et al. reported that the isoelectric
point of AF was not related to the type of ions in solutions by
zeta potential measurements, showing that the charge trapping
on AF may be predominated by the particular adsorption of
OH�.35 Banpurkar et al. further revealed that the spontaneously
trapped charges aroused asymmetric electrowetting and the
trapped charge density was related to the type and pH of the
solution.36 Many attempts on mitigating the charge trapping
during electrowetting have been conducted. Balaji Raj et al.
suggested that large-sized ions in testing liquids could reduce
the charge trapping risk.37 Xiangming Li et al. reported that the
charge trapping-induced saturation could be suppressed by
drive waveform modulation.38 Some near symmetric electro-
wetting curves were found for an oil-lubricated surface, indi-
cating improvement in charge trapping by introducing the oil
layer.30 However the hypothesis has not been validated yet. The
trapped charges cause asymmetric responding,29,31,36 satura-
tion30,38 and even dielectric failure37,39 in EWOD devices,
resulting in great challenges towards the reliability and precise
manipulation of microuidic devices. How to effectively reduce
charge trapping is of great value for the development and
applications of microuidic devices.

In this paper, an ultra-thin oil layer-lubricated AF surface was
introduced into the electrowetting system. The polarity and
species of the spontaneous charge trapping on the AF/water
interface with aging time were characterized by various
measurements and calculations. The symmetry of the electro-
wetting performance on both original and oil-lubricated AF
surfaces was systematically investigated.
Experimental
Fabrication of the oil-lubricated slippery surface

As shown in Fig. 1(a), Teon AF 1600 (4.2 wt% in Fluorinert®
FC43, Chemours) was deposited on detergent cleaned indium
tin oxide (ITO) glass by spin-coating at 1000 rpm for 60 seconds,
and a hydrophobic insulator layer with 1–1.5 mm thickness was
obtained aer a 85 �C thermally curing for 3 minutes and 185 �C
annealing for 30 minutes. The peruoropolyether (PFPE)-based
oil (Krytox GPL 103, Dupont), which offers superior stability,
lubricity, and great chemical compatibility with AF, was selected
as the liquid lubricant. The Krytox oil was placed on the
annealed AF surface with a fully wetted status (the contact angle
was about 0�), followed by a dispersion process based on spin-
coating at 1000 rpm for 60 s. Aer removing the excess oil
gently, oil-lubricated slippery surfaces were obtained. The
higher density of Krytox compared with water made the oil lm
stable under DI water.
20258 | RSC Adv., 2020, 10, 20257–20263
Aging experiments and characterizations of trapped charges

The glass samples with the original AF surfaces and oil-
lubricated AF surfaces were immersed into a beaker contain-
ing DI water. All the samples were horizontally placed in the
water aging process. The samples were moved out and dried in
a nitrogen atmosphere at a planned ending time for the
subsequent characterizations and electrowetting experiments.
The zeta potential measurements were taken at a constant
pressure of 400 bar. A couple size of 2 � 1 cm2 AF samples that
had been aged for 24 hours were placed with a distance of 100
mm in the machine (Surpass, Anton Paar). The 0.001 M KCl
solution was applied and its pH was automatically adjusted with
HCl and NaOH. Zeta potentials were measured at varying pH.

The pH of initial water and that of water that has aged AF for
48 hours were measured. In order to exclude the pH changes
caused by carbon dioxide dissolved in water, the pH of the water
placed in air for 48 hours was also measured.

Electrowetting experiment

Fig. 1(b) shows the setup of the electrowetting conducted on
samples. A 5 mL droplet of 0.01 mol L�1 NaCl solution was
applied as one electrode in pair with the common electrode
connected to ITO. A dc voltage from 0 V to 80 V was applied on
the droplet and then, a dc voltage from 0 V to�80 V was applied
on a new droplet. The step voltage 2 V s�1 was generated with
a pico-ammeter (Keithley 6487). The contact angle changes with
the applied voltage were recorded by using an optical contact
angle goniometer (OCA 15). The electrowetting curves of the
This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2020
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NaCl droplet on the original AF surfaces in air and silicone oil
(viscosity m ¼ 10 cSt, 1.1 gm cm�3, Sigma-Aldrich) and on oil-
lubricated AF surfaces in air were measured.
Results and discussion

The electrowetting curves for AF surfaces and oil-lubricated AF
surfaces varying with the aging time in DI water are depicted in
Fig. 2. For 0 hour AF samples, electrowetting experiments were
directly performed on the freshly prepared samples. For 0 hour
AF surfaces (both measured in air and silicone oil), the elec-
trowetting curves were almost symmetric with the polarity of the
applied voltage. However, for the AF surfaces that had been
aging in DI water prior to the electrowetting experiments, the
asymmetry of the electrowetting curves, especially for those
measured in air, became more and more clearer on increasing
the aging time, demonstrating that electrowetting was increas-
ingly dependent on the polarity of the applied voltage. As for the
curves measured in silicone oil, the symmetry changes were less
obvious. Instead, it was noted that the oil-lubricated AF surfaces
revealed striking symmetric electrowetting with the polarity of
the applied voltage, which was not related to the aging time. In
addition, the electrowetting response curves for the oil-
lubricated AF surfaces aer aging in DI water for 0 hour, 10
hours and 24 hours were basically unchanged. It seemed that
both electrowetting in oil on AF and oil-lubricated layers on AF
could improve the symmetry of electrowetting.

The presence of charges trapped on AF when the applied
voltage was beyond the saturation voltage was proved.30,31 The
voltage applied in this work was smaller than the saturation
Fig. 2 Electrowetting curves on AF measured in air and silicon oil, oil-lu
and 24 hours.

This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2020
voltage; thus, the effect of the trapped charges with the applied
voltage is out of the scope of this work. It has been reported that
the spontaneously trapped charges result in this asymmetric
electrowetting behavior on AF.25,36 Therefore, from the obser-
vation of almost symmetric and unchanged electrowetting
curves on oil-lubricated AF surfaces, a hypothesis is proposed:
this may be observed because the oil lm stops AF from directly
contacting with water, avoiding the accumulation of negative
charges and then, the symmetric electrowetting performance is
obtained. Based on eqn (2) and (3), the trapping voltage UT and
trapping charge density sT are extracted, as shown in Fig. 3.
Minus UT indicates trapped negative charges, and the absolute
value of UT means voltage caused by the trapped charges.
Therefore, minus UT on the AF surfaces (both measured in air
and silicone oil) indicates that negative charges are trapped on
AF during continuously contacting with DI water directly. The
increasing absolute values of UT and sT on AF surfaces indicate
more andmore charges being trapped with the prolonged aging
time, resulting in the increase in asymmetric electrowetting.
Instead, the values of both UT and sT on the oil-lubricated AF
surfaces are about 0, indicating little or no charge trapping on
them; this further leads to symmetric electrowetting. The
extracted UT and sT on the AF surfaces measured in silicone oil
are between the values of the AF surfaces measured in air and
oil-lubricated AF surfaces; thus, we obtained less asymmetric
electrowetting curves for the AF surfaces measured in silicone
oil.

The details of the charge trapping mechanism on AF, espe-
cially the specic adsorption of ions, remain controversial. For
further understanding, zeta potential and pH measurements
bricated AF measured in air with aging in DI water for 0 hour, 10 hours

RSC Adv., 2020, 10, 20257–20263 | 20259



Fig. 3 The relationship between trapping voltage UT and aging time. Inset: the relationship between trapping density sT and aging time.
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were recorded. The zeta potential test can be used to measure
the surface charge of a material. The zeta potential measure-
ments on AF aer aging for 24 hours in DI water are shown in
Fig. 4(a). Consistent with references, the zeta potential became
more negative on increasing pH and the isoelectric point of AF
was about pH¼ 4.35,36 It has been reported that water properties
change at low dielectric hydrophobic surfaces, due to which
hydroxide ions are preferentially adsorbed at the interface,
resulting in negative surface charge and further negative zeta
potential.34 With the decrease in pH, protons neutralize this
negative surface charge, leading to an isoelectric point at
Fig. 4 (a) ZETA potential on AF surface after aging in DI water for 24 hour
pH of DI water in air and DI water with AF for 0 hour and 48 hours.

20260 | RSC Adv., 2020, 10, 20257–20263
around pH ¼ 4.34 This result is consistent with the result of
negative UT. For ensuring the preferential adsorption of OH�,
the pH of the water used for aging AF surfaces for 0 hour and 48
hours was measured. In order to avoid the inuence of HCO3

�

caused by the dissolution of CO2 present in air in water, we also
measured the pH of pure water before and aer placing it in air
for 48 hours; Fig. 4(b) reveals the results. It was obvious that the
change in the pH of aging water was more severe than that of
pure water. Because of the preferential adsorption of OH� on
the AF surface, the concentration of OH� in the water used for
aging the AF surface decreased, due to which the concentration
s surrounding KCl solution with a concentration of 10�3 mol L�1. (b) The

This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2020
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of H+ increased relatively, resulting in pH reduction. This can
provide evidence for the specic adsorption of hydroxide ions
on the AF surface.
Fig. 5 (a) Capacitance versus voltage on AF surfaces aging in DI water for
at the same voltage DCmax are marked. (b) Reversible electrowetting curv
DI water. (c) AFM images and roughness of AF before and after aging in

This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2020
The comprehensive mechanism of symmetric electrowetting
on oil-lubricated AF surfaces aged in DI water is still not entirely
clear. Lubricating uid-impregnated surfaces has drawn
signicant attention in electrowetting.40–42 Low-voltage and
0 hour, 10 hours and 24 hours. The maximum capacitance differences
es on AF surfaces and oil-lubricated AF surfaces all aging for 24 hours in
DI water.

RSC Adv., 2020, 10, 20257–20263 | 20261
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reversible electrowetting on oil-lubricated honeycomb polymer
surfaces has been demonstrated40 as the lubricant uid
conceals all chemical and topographical inhomogeneity42 and
offers a smooth motion for the three phase contact line of
droplets.41 In addition, the interfacial tension on the drop–
lubricant interface is typically lower than that at the drop–air
interface.42 Therefore, lower contact angle hysteresis and low-
voltage electrowetting have been reported on the lubricated
surfaces. As we know, the internal composition of uoropol-
ymers is not dense enough, resulting in loose and porous
structures. When the AF surface contacts with water directly,
some small charged droplets or molecular species, for example,
OH� can move into the nanopores of the insulating layer and
become trapped, which increase with the aging time in water,
resulting in the increase in the asymmetric electrowetting
response on the surface. In contrast, when a uorinated lubri-
cant oil Krytox GPL 103 was present on the surface, oil mole-
cules could penetrate into the surface holes; thus, the surface
became extremely smooth and completely covered with Krytox
GPL 103.43 Then, the oil-lubricated AF substrate was immersed
in DI water with the protection of oil; the negative charges could
not move into the holes of AF and were trapped. Thus,
symmetric electrowetting was obtained even though the sample
had been aging in water for a long time.

The variation in capacitance with the applied voltage on the
AF surfaces was also measured and depicted in Fig. 5(a), from
which worse electrowetting reversibility with a longer aging
time in DI water could be concluded. Contact angle hysteresis is
related to the physical or chemical properties of the surface. In
order to understand what happened to the AF surface during DI
water aging, experiments using atomic force microscopy (AFM)
were performed. Fig. 5(c) depicts the AFM images of the AF
surfaces and surface roughness (RMS) with different aging
times. The original AF surface was relatively at, with an average
RMS¼ 473.887 pm. Aer the surface was aged in DI water for 10
hours and 24 hours, it was studied using AFM again. Though
the topography transformation was not so obvious, the surface
roughness of AF increased with the aging time in DI water (RMS
¼ 542.389 pm and 688.243 pm, corresponding to aging for 10
hours and 24 hours), resulting in an increase in contact angle
hysteresis. Fig. 5(b) illustrates that the electrowetting hysteresis
can be greatly reduced by the method of oil lubrication on AF
even though the two samples have been aged in DI water for 24
hours. In this way, almost completely reversible electrowetting
could be obtained. Combining the results inferred from Fig. 2
and 3, we can conclude that charge trapping occurs with the
increase in AF's surface roughness; introducing oil can reduce
or even restrain this phenomenon; and with the slippery nature
of the oil-lubricated surface, electrowetting reversibility is
improved.

Conclusion

Different symmetries of the electrowetting performance on AF
and oil-lubricated AF with continuous aging in DI water could
be observed. Systematic characterizations and analysis,
including zeta potential measurements and electrowetting
20262 | RSC Adv., 2020, 10, 20257–20263
curve tting, revealed that negative charges were trapped on the
AF surface, leading to asymmetric electrowetting. According to
the pH tests, we deduced that OH� ions were trapped on the AF
surface. Based on the electrowetting data with water aging and
the calculations of trapping voltage, the introduction of an oil-
lubricated layer blocked the charge trapping at the dielectric/
water interface, leading to a signicant improvement in the
symmetry of the electrowetting curves with promising water-
aging endurance. The slippery nature of the oil-lubricated
surface enabled good electrowetting reversibility as well.
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